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“NEEDS TO BE A RESPONSE”
rett.
“We still feel that, although
_________________________________
there was an apology on his
On Oct. 2, the Committee
part, there needs to be a reon Diversity Affairs (CODA), a sponse from Dr. Barrett...but
subcommittee of the Lawrence
since we did get that email
University Community Counfrom [President Burstein],
cil (LUCC), publicly released a we are going to engage in furlist of 17 concerns and recomther meetings to try to address
mendations for the administrathese concerns because we
tion during a student demondon’t want to hold this off any
stration in front of Sampson
longer,” Malcolm Davis ‘24, a
House. President Mark Burstdouble-degree student and one
ein emailed the student body
of the co-chairs of CODA, said.
last week to address the list.
Barrett, who has been in
Burstein’s email included
contact with CODA regarding
apologies requested of the adthe list of concerns, including
ministration by CODA, both
the second one, has not yet
for the “failing [of the Bias Inpublicly apologized.
cident Response Committee] to
“I’m still trying to talk to stuadequately respond to bias indents if they’re willing to share
cident reports from students”
specific examples of how [the
and for “tokenizing [Black and Bias Response Team] inadeBrown students] in promotionquately responded... I’m much
al material (sometimes without
more interested in making the
their consent).” The email also
substantive changes that would
stated the administration’s improve the experiences of stucommitment to working with
dents on campus, and a blanket
CODA on the issues outlined in
apology, in my opinion, would
the list.
not do that,” Barrett said.
Since the list was publicly
Barrett, who is off campus
released, various members of
this term, was not present at
the administration, including
the student demonstration
Burstein, have met with CODA
during which some student
leadership to discuss current
experiences with the bias inplans for action. As the list
cident reporting system were
stated, CODA had planned to
shared. According to CODA’s
begin working specifically on vice chair, Jason Bernheimer
these concerns after an apology
‘22, Dr. Barrett has met with
was issued, meaning that they
CODA since the demonstration
will now begin to address the
to hear other examples and
list explicitly.
discuss the possibility of her isNotably, however, Burstsuing a public apology, though
ein apologized on behalf of
she has declined to do so.
the second concern, regarding
Concerns/recommendathe Bias Incident Response
tions three, four and five also
Committee, an apology which
refer to the Bias Response
CODA requested specifically of
Team, which Barrett is chair of.
Vice President for Diversity &
“What we are going to do is do
Inclusion and Associate Dean
an external review that would
of the Faculty Kimberly Bargive us some objective feed-

Hannah Amell
Staff Writer
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back about the bias response
process, so that we can continue to make changes,” she said.
The Bias Response Team wants
to first see how CODA’s recommendations “line up with that
external review” before taking
action. Barrett anticipates that
this review will happen in early
2021, possibly in January.
The first concern on CODA’s
list requests the administration to “commit to creating and
enforcing a concrete anti-hate
speech policy, in consultation
with students, before the presidential election.” As of Nov. 3,
this policy had not been finalized or introduced to the student body as was requested
by CODA. The creation of a
long-term policy was first discussed with CODA leadership
in August but must first be approved through a long process
of shared governance before it
can be implemented, according
to Burstein. However, in response to CODA’s request, administration has begun “working on an interim [hate speech]
policy” to put in place until the
official one is finalized, Burstein said. The interim policy is
still being reviewed by CODA
and was not finalized by election day.
However, the administration has taken other efforts
to keep students safe in anticipation of potential conflicts
brought on by the election,
including increased Campus
Safety presence. Among these
changes are an increase in video cameras and lighting across
campus and the trimming of
foliage to “make better sightlines.” CODA was also involved
in the creation of the Lawrence
University Safewalk earlier in
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CODA reflects on the adminitration’s response
to their list of concerns and recommendations

the term, a resource that provides students with escorts to
on-campus locations during
the evening.
There are still many concerns to address, but CODA’s
involvement in administration
policy has begun. Bernheimer
said that many members are already working hard to promote
these changes.
“In my knowledge of CODA’s history, which probably
goes back a little bit less than
a decade, CODA has never before submitted something like
this where they worked with
administration,” Bernheimer
said. “Our university has stated
that we want to be an anti-racist
university. Obviously we have a
long, long, long way to go, but
part of that commitment means
that [administration is] more
willing to work with CODA on
this than they have been in the
past, so that presents a unique
challenge for CODA in that we
are all students, and this takes
a lot of time. So I just want to
say thank you to [all members
of CODA] and LUCC Cabinet.
We’re supposed to be students
first, but I think there have
definitely been some weeks this
term that CODA members have
been activists first and students
second.
Both CODA leadership and
Barrett emphasized that they
can be reached virtually by students or staff who would like
to discuss these issues. CODA
can be reached at CODA@lawrence.edu, and Barrett can be
reached via her assistant, Cindy Pickart, at cindy.j.pickart@
lawrence.edu.

*demands are listed verbatim from the document

1.

CODA’S DEMANDS:

Lawrence administration will commit to creating and enforcing
a concrete anti-hate speech policy, in consultation with students,
before the presidential election of November 3rd, 2020.

2.

Dr. Kimberley Barrett, Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion
and Associate Dean of the Faculty, on behalf of the Bias Incident
Response Committee will publicly apologize for failing to adequately respond to bias incident reports from students.

3.

The Bias Incident Response Committee will immediately add at
least two positions for students appointed by the Committee on
Diversity Affairs (CODA) as permanent members of the committee.

4.

In order to regain student trust, the Bias Incident Response
Committee will publish (anonymized) minutes from every meeting
at least through the end of the 2021-2022 academic year.

5.

The Bias Incident Response Committee will publish all actions they
take in response to bias incidents, in perpetuity, in an anonymous
format similar to the Honor Council and Judicial Board.

6.

Lawrence will not begin the hiring or selection process for our next
president until the candidate pool is diverse and includes multiple
Black or Brown candidates.

7.

Lawrence administration will work with CODA to form inclusive
COVID-19 policies that don’t allow for white students or Campus
Safety Officers to disenfranchise Black and Brown students.

8.

Lawrence will immediately re-implement safety rides that can be
performed within COVID-19 guidelines.

9.

Campus Safety will no longer have the authority to randomly search
houses or dorm rooms without probable cause and prior notification to the residents.

10. All students will undergo mandatory anti-racism training. This will
be given the same level of importance as other trainings such as the
sexual assault prevention training.

11.

Lawrence administration will explicitly and publicly apologize to
all Black and Brown students for tokenizing them in promotional
material (sometimes without their consent).

12. Lawrence administrators will commit to establishing a joint committee with students and faculty to address the inaccessibility of
our campus.

13. Lawrence will commit to keeping queer students safe and will work
with queer students to create a system that prevents Lawrence from
outing students without their consent.

14. Lawrence will immediately begin funding the Student Food Pantry
and establish a fully ADA accessible, permanent, and larger location
for the Pantry.

15.

Lawrence will increase funding for the Diversity & Intercultural
Center by 5% for Fiscal Year 2021 and commit to continue increasing their funding in the future.

16. Lawrence administration will conduct a transparent and comprehensive review of public merit pages and the discrimination they
enable and publicly report their decided course of action to eliminate this discrimination.

17.

Lawrence will improve and accelerate its curriculum review process
in both the college and conservatory, and actively include CODA
input with the specific goal of creating more equitable and inclusive
pedagogy and curricula.

Instruction to remain hybrid for Winter and Spring Terms

community; sustaining our academic mission; and supporting all
___________________________________
community members.”
President Mark Burstein anWinter and Spring Terms will
nounced the university’s plan for
operate much like the Fall Term.
the Winter and Spring Terms on Students will be allowed to make
Nov. 2. Students, faculty and staff
their own decision as to whether
will have the option to learn or
they would like to learn remotely
work remotely or on campus. The
or in person. There will be a comLawrence Pandemic Planning bination of in-person and online
Team (LPPT) worked together
courses. In order to spread out
with county health professionals
the return of students for Winter
to make a decision for how LawTerm, move-in for students rerence will continue to handle the
turning to campus will take place
COVID-19 pandemic.
over several days, and classes will
According to Burstein’s email,
be remote for the first two weeks.
the decision was “grounded in
Burstein explained that the
three guiding principles: protectchallenge of the pandemic is that
ing the health and safety of our
each aspect of the Lawrence ex-
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Staff Writer
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perience had to be considered
and reworked. The process to
determine the best approach to
conduct classes during the pandemic began in March. According
to Burstein, faculty members who
specialize in relevant research
helped with this process.
In order to evaluate the spread
of COVID-19 on campus, the
Stoplight Policy will continue. It
analyzes the number of positive
cases on campus and the number of students in quarantine to
ensure the safety of students. If
too many students are in quarantine, students will need to be sent
home as the university would be
at capacity.

Burstein said, “I want to thank
students, faculty and staff for honoring the pledge. Our low positive
test results show that students,
faculty and staff are doing what’s
necessary to inhibit the spread of
the virus, and I’m so thankful for
that.”
Christyn Abaray, assistant
to the president and member of
the LPPT, explained that making
these decisions has been a very involved process. Abaray stated that
a majority of the work was done
over the summer, and the same
process was used to make the
decisions for Winter and Spring

See page 2
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Weekly updates on the
status of COVID-19 at
Lawrence

COVID-19
ON CAMPUS
TOTAL POSITIVE
CASES:

TESTS
CONDUCTED:

ACTIVE CASES:

Total LU tests:
4,978

Active LU cases:
21

Total LU cases:
49

Total Appleton tests:
26,124

Active Appleton cases:
623

Total Appleton cases:
3,666

We are in:

YELLOW
LIGHT

Limited cases on campus;
widespread transmisison off
campus
Isolation and quarantine
spaces available

In-person classes and activities continue, nonessential employees on campus are reduced and
testing increases.
*data reported as of Nov. 4

Lambda Sigma Honor Society
increases presence on campus

Cameron Jones
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

This year, the sophomore honors
society, Lambda Sigma, has been making changes to promote stronger traditions and more student awareness of the
group on campus.
Lambda Sigma is the sophomore
honors society here at Lawrence and
currently has 25 members. The selection process for members begins around
Spring Term each year when freshmen
who have a grade point average (GPA)
within the top 35 percent of their class
who show strong leadership qualities receive an email saying they’re eligible for
admission. From there, eligible members
are interviewed and selected for admission in Spring Term.
The four main “pillars” of Lambda
Sigma are fellowship, scholarship, service and leadership. It is a society for
sophomores to make connections with
each other, to socialize and to provide
service to the Appleton community and
beyond, according to its leaders.
In previous years, Lambda Sigma has
not been as widely known as other student organizations on campus, which is
why their leadership has been making
strides towards wider recognition.
This year’s Lambda Sigma President,
sophomore Cindy Kaiser, attributes
some of the group’s growth to more
documentation, which was an effort

pushed by the group’s staff advisor, Rose
Wasielewski, associate dean of students
and dean of the sophomore class.
“Before this year, we didn’t even know
our Instagram password, so Rose has encouraged us to document everything so
next year’s students have the resources
they need,” said Kaiser.
Wasielewski became the staff advisor for Lambda Sigma two years ago and
credits the group’s previous inattention
due to lack of stability.
“They didn’t have much of an advisor for a few years, and it seemed like
they didn’t know exactly what their
goals were,” Wasielewski said. “So, over
the last two years, I’ve tried to make it
more of an opportunity for students to
get involved in service. Last year, we had
17 students, and this year we have 24. I
think it’s really due to the students last
year getting the word out that it’s an opportunity.”
Initially, the sound of an “honors
society” might make some students
believe the group is “prestigious,” but
Wasielewski says their primary mission
at the end of the day is community and
service.
“There’s obviously criteria for membership, such as GPA, but the reasons
to be involved are having opportunities
in service, fundraising, organizing and
leadership with like-minded students,”
Wasielewski said.
Kaiser furthers this statement by ex-

plaining the group’s purpose statement:
“The purpose of this organization
shall be to promote the scholarship and
leadership of sophomore students and
to provide fellowship and support for its
members. It shall also provide an opportunity for those leaders to serve the campus and community, especially in aiding
the transition of the freshman class.”
One of the challenges of service this
year, Wasielewski says, is organizing
service events during the pandemic. To
overcome this challenge, in the spring,
the group decided to write letters as penpals to children in the local Boys and
Girls Clubs.
“We wrote letters to young kids who
were most likely coming from a disadvantaged background, so not only were
they struggling with the pandemic and
what that meant to their family, but they
were now able to have this connection to
a college student even though we couldn’t
be there in-person,” Wasielewski said.
Despite the challenges, Kaiser encourages involvement.
“I’m very excited for this year,” Kaiser
said. “I couldn’t have asked for a better
group. We have a lot of people who are
working really hard in service opportunities and fundraising and documentation.
Everyone’s doing a great job ... It’s an
organization meant to serve and impact
the community, so if you’re interested in
that, reach out!”
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Black arts and
activism in Germany
to be highlighted in
upcoming panel
Caleb Yuan
Staff Writer

__________________________________

A “Black Arts & Black Lives
Matter in Germany” discussion
will be held virtually via Zoom on
Nov. 10 from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The event, organized by Assistant
Professor of German Vanessa
Plumly, aims to discuss the social
movements for Black Germans in
Germany and the impact of racism
in a global context.
In the panel, invited speakers
will include three activists: LaraSophie Milagro, actress and coartistic director at professional
Black German Theater Ensemble
LABEL NOIR, Mekonnen Mesghena, head of the Migration and
Diversity Division at Heinrich
Böll Foundation, A Green Think
Tank for policy reform and an international network, and Angelo
Camufingo, anti-racism advisor
on students’ committee at the
University of Potsdam. Associate
Professor of Twentieth-Century
European Women’s and Gender
History Dr. Tiffany Florvil, from
the University of New Mexico, will
also speak at the event.
The panelists will each be given
10 minutes to introduce themselves and present their work on
anti-racism. Then Plumly will propose questions about their motivation, progress and contributions
to dismantling systemic racism to
initiate the conversation. Attendees will also have the opportunity
to ask their own questions to the
panelists.
Camufingo has been working
as an anti-racism and education
consultant ever since he became
an activist in 2017 and began to
conduct anti-racism workshops
for teachers. Many of the conversations about topics including
racism, police brutality, inability
to formally collect Black German
population statistics due to Germany’s past genocidal practices
and refugees in Germany, have
been ongoing in Germany following the death of George Floyd and
Breonna Taylor, Camufingo said.
Camufingo emphasizes the importance of formulating connection between Black arts and activism. When people are not allowed

Instruction to
remain...
continued from page 1

Terms. She emphasized the need
to make the decision as soon as

to express their ideas about racial
oppressions, Camufingo said,
they make arts as a depiction of
resistance and fighting against inequality. Camufingo also stresses
the importance to expand the understandings about Black art and
Black resistance to the rest of the
world.
“Obviously, there is reason why
the things happen in the States in
the way they do and the reason
why they are visible as they are,
comparing to other countries,”
Camufingo said. “But it doesn’t
mean it’s not happening anywhere
else.”
The Black Lives Matter movement has been in existence since
2013, Plumly said, and it is becoming a global approach to
anti-racism. Plumly believes it
is important to interpret racism
beyond the context of the U.S.
and interconnects the occurrence
of racism with other nations in a
global perspective. Though there
are many differences in terms of
how racism is formed and how racism transformed itself throughout
time between Germany and the
U.S., Plumly said, there are also
commonalities in the structures of
oppressions.
“There are differences, but
there’s also a power hierarchy,
asymmetry in power,” Plumly
said. “It’s important to listen to
other racialized individuals in a
different geographical context.”
Racism is embedded within
the system, and it is hidden from
people’s view unless it is brought
to their consciousness, Plumly
said. Resembling the discussions on race and equity, Plumly
believes it is important to think
about how Lawrence University,
as a predominantly white institution, should implement efforts on
inclusion in a way that facilitates
the sense of belonging.
The discussion will be the last
event in the series of virtual collaborative conversation between
Lawrence University and Davidson College in Davidson, S.C., in
efforts to open discussion opportunities for students in German
studies and other majors, according to Plumly.

possible so that students are able
to make the best decision for their
Winter and Spring Terms.
“Take into consideration all the
factors that put you in the best decision to learn, live and be as safe
as possible and as healthy as possible,” Abaray advised students.

Do you have questions about any new developments on campus? Do you think The Lawrentian should be covering any specific event?

Let us know!
Send any tips or suggestions to TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.

SPORTS
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College Football Retrospectives:
The badness of Billy Cannon

Aaron Pelavin
Columnist

______________________________________

This column seeks to look back
on memorable moments in college
football and offer commentary on
what makes them unique.
In my last column, I failed to
mention one of the other most significant contrasts between the world
of the 1960s and 2020s — that of segregation. Teams on the Pacific coast,
in the Midwest and in the general
geopolitical North of the United States
had never been formally segregated,
although systemic racism and the relative dearth of opportunities afforded
to students of color have been and
continue to be obstacles to the true
meritocracy that this country touts
itself as.
Educational institutions in the
three major athletic conferences generally situated in the South, on the
other hand, were entirely white. Daryl
Hill broke the color barrier in the
Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) in
the fall of 1963, a full nine and a half
years after the Brown vs. Board of
Education decision and eight after the
Supreme Court decided that desegregation should be carried out with
haste.
The fine academic institutions constituting the Southeastern
Conference
(SEC),
Southewest
Conference (SWC) and ACC must have
simply misplaced this memo. The
SWC began to integrate in 1965, the
season following Arkansas’ claimed
National Championship. The SEC
failed to completely integrate, at least

on the gridiron, until 1972, when Ole
Miss and Louisiana State Uniersity
(LSU) finally got with the program, a
full 17 years after the Supreme Court’s
second ruling and eight years after the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.
This should not come as a surprise. The last two programs to integrate, the LSU Tigers and the Ole Miss
Rebels, both take their names from
Confederate armed forces. While the
through-line from “Confederacy” to
“Rebels” is rather straightforward, the
Tigers take their name from the nickname given to soldiers from Louisiana
during the Civil War. The Auburn
Tigers’ “War Eagle” chant and secondary mascot allegedly goes back to
a Confederate veteran’s pet eagle that
he would bring around campus and to
football games.
There is at least one children’s
book that eulogizes a man who was
willing to put his life on the line to
defend his right to keep human beings
as property and his pet eagle that got
so excited during an Auburn football
game in 1892 that it flew around the
stadium until it died. While systemic
racism is pervasive throughout the
United States, you can spot it with a
naked eye in the SEC. Wait, what is
this column supposed to be about?
Football? Football, right, time to talk
about football.
In 1959, the LSU Tigers were
coming off their first National
Championship in football. In fact, it
was arguably the best time to ever be
a fan of the LSU Tigers. They came
into their Halloween game against Ole
Miss riding a school record 18-game
winning streak. The only problem was

that Ole Miss also came into the game
at an immaculate 6-0 on the season.
Both teams were making
quite convincing cases for National
Championship consideration. Both
teams’ defenses were disgustingly
effective units, and you could make
a case for either of them being the
strongest in the country. While the
Tigers had not allowed a single touchdown going into the game, Ole Miss
had shut out every team they had
faced except for Tulane — not that
their touchdown made a dent in
the Rebels’ 46-point margin of victory. LSU’s offense was not nearly as
prolific as the Rebels, as the Tigers’
offensive output peaked in their 27-3
victory over the Miami Hurricanes.
The only arguments in favor of the
Tigers seemed to be inertia and on the
grounds of some kid named Billy.
Billy Cannon was a bad man,
both in the Stephen A. Smith describing Aaron Rodgers sense and as a
judgement of his character. Imagine
Christian McCaffery. Have you got
that image in your head? Good. Now,
imagine, instead of being a gadget
wideout running back hybrid, he is
playing snaps at tight end and fullback. Yeah, Cannon could block, not
just in pass protection, but for other
running backs.
Okay. He can also pass the ball
on trick plays. But, wait, that is not all.
Did I mention that he was also lightsout defensive back and the team’s
first-string punter? Sure, football was
different back then, but LSU had just
begun to institute the modern twoplatoon, offense and defense, system,
and Cannon kept all three of his jobs.

It would be one thing if he were an
exceptionally good running back and
an alright defensive back and punter,
but the versatility he exhibited and
the trickery he offered the Tigers were
next level.
He was not as adroit at applying
his trickery off the field. While still
in high school, Billy and his friends
tried to extort money from people he
had seen soliciting the services of sex
workers, receiving a 90-day suspended sentence after failing to handle the
pigs as well as he handled the pigskin. Following his retirement from
the sport, he would find himself in
debt from gambling both at the casino
and in the real estate market. He got
involved in a counterfeiting scheme
and went on to be the prison dentist.
But, in 1959, he was no prison
dentist; he was the man of the hour.
He led the first-ranked team in the
country in total yards. He was catching passes from his quarterback. He
was catching passes from the opposing quarterback and taking them back
to the house. He was averaging 40
yards per punt, which was a respectable standard back then. He was
returning punts. He was returning
kickoffs. He put the team on his back.
Then came Halloween.
The LSU Tigers had the homefield advantage for that game, but
that did not stop Ole Miss from jumping out to a three-point lead, and it
was all Cannon's fault. Cannon really
dropped the ball on the opening kickoff when he fumbled it. LSU’s defense
managed to hold the Rebels’ potent
offense that had put up 53 points
against Tulane to a field goal despite

having their backs to the wall early.
What followed was a whole lot
of nothing. Football used to be really
weird. Teams could kick the ball off
instead of receiving the ball following a conceded touchdown or field
goal. The point was ostensibly that a
turnover with the other team pinned
closer to their endzone could be more
advantageous than receiving the ball
deep in one’s own defensive side of
the field.
This was the logic that lead Ole
Miss to repeatedly punt the ball on
first down towards the end of the
game. Rather than risking turning the
ball over close to their own endzone,
the Rebels decided that LSU was less
dangerous with the ball than they
were without it. They would come to
rue this tactical miscue when Cannon
fielded a punt on a bounce at his own
11-yard line.
The Ole Miss defense, which had
held firm for three quarters, suddenly
had no idea what to do with itself.
The team that had only allowed one
touchdown going into this game had
forgotten how to tackle. They looked
like they were trying to catch a fish
with their bare hands. Ole Miss would
go on to march the ball down the
field, but Cannon made a stop on
fourth down at his own one-yard line
to seal the game. Though LSU would
proceed to lose their next game away
at Tennessee and would be shut out by
the Rebels in that year’s Sugar Bowl,
Cannon’s Midnight Run landed him
the Heisman Award and a place in
LSU folklore.

This Week in Sports History: John Madden wins hundredth game as head coach

Gannon Flynn
Columnist

________________________________

This column seeks to profile
important events in the history of
sports.
Considered one of the greatest
head coaches of all time (and an even
better announcer), John Madden’s
legendary status is not unwarranted. As the head coach of the then
Oakland Raiders, Madden picked up
103 wins with the team in nine years
and brought a Super Bowl to the city
in 1976. On Nov. 5, 1976, 42 years ago
this past Thursday, Madden achieved
his hundredeth win as a head coach,
becoming only the thirteenth coach
to ever reach that number at the time.
Madden’s love of the sport
began as a player. As an offensive
tackle, he earned all-conference honors at California Polytechnic State

University and was even drafted
by the Philadelphia Eagles to play
the position. Playing was never in
his future, however, as knee injuries plagued his short football career.
He injured one in college, requiring
surgery, and during his first training camp in Philadelphia, he injured
his other knee, ending his career on
the offensive line before it ever really
began.
He refused to quit on football,
though, and he started his coaching
career as an assistant coach for the
Allan Hancock College Bulldogs in
1960 and after two years was promoted to head coach. It only took him
another year for a bigger school to
target him, and he was hired by San
Diego State University (SDSU) as a
defensive assistant coach in 1963 until
1967, where the success of the SDSU
Aztecs was noticed by Raiders owner
Al Davis, who hired him as a lineback-

ers coach. His first shot at an NFL
head coaching job followed the departure of then head coach John Rauch,
who took a job with the Buffalo Bills
instead. With no better options, and
with the high opinion Davis had of
him, Madden was given the job in ’69.
Madden’s record speaks for itself.
Only missing the postseason twice in
his nine year career with Oakland,
his regular season win percentage hit
.763 by the time of his retirement as a
coach — for reference, Madden’s team
won over three quarters of the regular
season games they played. Sixty-six
percent of his seasons ended in their
division placing first, and in 1976,
he won a Super Bowl for the team.
As a coach, Madden was known for
making risky decisions to try and seal
victory as quickly as possible, regardless of what they might have cost the
team. Current Washington coach Ron
Rivera says he picked up the “gam-

bling” style of coaching from Madden
himself.
Madden’s hundredth win came
in his last year as the Raiders’ head
coach. Though it was one of Madden’s
worst coaching years — the team went
9-7 and missed the playoffs — Madden
put himself in an elite class of coaches
that very few can claim. On Nov. 5, the
Raiders played the 2-7 Kansas City
Chiefs, and nothing about what happened on the field was particularly
spectacular. It was an easy victory —
the score of 20-10 does not look too
much like a rout, but the Chiefs never
took a lead, and the closest they got to
being ahead was at 7-3 in the second
quarter.
What was significant was the
achievement. This success brought
Madden into company with coaches
like Tom Landry and Bill Parcels at
the time, as he was one of 13 coaches
at the time to ever see 100 or more

wins in their careers. This victory
seemed like enough for Madden, who
retired the year after and headed
into broadcasting. He was famous in
Oakland, but Madden was never more
beloved than on TV and radio.
He worked for almost 30 years,
and, in that time, became one of the
biggest names in sports commentary
ever — in 1994, he was making two
million dollars a year and was statistically both the highest paid and most
popular commentator at the time. He
did work for CBS, Fox, ABC, NBC
and the radio and consequently won
16 Emmy Awards for his excellence
in the business. Massive money was
basically guaranteed for him for as
long as he wanted it, but he quit in
2008 to spend more time with his
family. After all, associating yourself
with the biggest NFL-based video
game in the world is not too bad a
legacy to leave behind.

Sports in this Day and Age: Football reactions
from this past week
Shawn McCandlish
Columnist

____________________________________

This column seeks to cover significant current events in the sporting world as it navigates the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic.
Most sports are finished now,
leaving the spotlight this past week
on football, although this week’s election has by far been the biggest story
of the past week or so. With games
being played at both the collegiate
and professional levels, last week was
jam-packed full of action. This week,
we will get reactions regarding some
of the biggest games from both levels.
Starting off at the collegiate level,
there were many games that had a
meaningful impact on teams and the
playoff race. The most meaningful
of these, though, perhaps was the
game that pitted third-ranked Ohio

State (2-0) against then eighteenthranked Penn State (0-2). Despite the
misleading score of 38-25, Ohio State
seemed to thoroughly dominate the
game, especially the first three drives.
After a scintillating 61-yard run
on the first play of the game, Ohio
State found the endzone two plays
later to take a lead that the Nittany
Lions never seriously threatened.
The domination continued, as Penn
State never really found their footing
throughout the entire game. However,
one of the biggest calls of the night
went their way; at the end of the first
half, the referees gave Penn State the
ball with one second left and allowed
them to kick a field goal and close
the gap to 15 heading into halftime.
Ohio State has now passed what most
likely was its biggest test of the season, while Penn State is now 0-2 on
the season, something that not many
expected.

Elsewhere in college football,
top-ranked Clemson (7-0) looked
mortal, as they fell behind 28-13 at
the end of the first half against Boston
College (4-3) before rebounding in the
second half to win the game 36-28.
Clemson’s offence looked dominant
in the second half as they scored 21
points to take the lead despite missing one of the nation’s best players in
quarterback Trevor Lawrence. Next
up for Clemson is a matchup with
fourth-ranked Notre Dame (6-0) on
Saturday.
In a key rivalry matchup,
Michigan State (1-1) entered Ann
Arbor and came away with a surprising victory against then thirteenth-ranked Michigan (1-1), 27-24.
Michigan, which many predicted as
heavy favorites, could not stop the
Spartans' passing attack on defense
and never found a rhythm on offence.
For Michigan State’s Mel Tucker, this

marks only the second time that a
Spartan coach in his first year has
beaten Michigan — the only other
coach being Nick Saban in 1995.
Moving on to the professional
league, there were several big games
going on that ended up being one
score games, most notably the SaintsBears game that saw New Orleans
(5-2) defeat Chicago (5-3) in overtime
by a field goal 26-23. The Saints, who
dropped two of their first three games,
have now won four straight despite
being without all-pro wide receiver
Michael Thomas.
Six other games in the NFL
this past week were decided by eight
points or less, including the matchup between the Pittsburgh Steelers
(7-0) and the Baltimore Ravens (5-2),
which ended with a 28-24 Steelers
victory. The Steelers are the only
remaining unbeaten team in the NFL
now as they continue their dominance

and look like a true contender for the
Lombardi trophy.
Lamar Jackson, quarterback for
the Ravens, continued his struggles
this week, as he threw two costly
interceptions despite putting up more
passing yards than Roethlisberger
did. The Ravens, who looked like
they were the team that would rival
the Chiefs in the American Football
Conference (AFC), look more like a
smokescreen now after their second
loss.
Speaking of the Chiefs, Kansas
City (7-1) steamrolled over what could
possibly be the worst team in the
league this year: the winless New
York Jets who fell to 0-8 after losing
35-9 in Arrowhead Stadium. Patrick
Mahomes once again did what only
he could do, as he threw for 416 yards
and five touchdowns, while Jets quar-

See page 7
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Transcendent
Threads
By Kelly Foy
Gather around, friends and foe
… allow me to regale you all about
the sewing machine venture of 2020.
This is a tale of triumph, loss, fear,
sadness and simplicity. It is a tragicomedy and simultaneously a play
of love in three acts. I suppose this
is to warn you all before entering
the mysterious woodland, alligatorinfested, forest that is the Facebook
Marketplace. Not-so-unfortunately,
I have never had the pleasure of
using the marketplace, and I’m not
sure I’ll ever use it again. However,
Justin Bieber never will, nor will
I, ever say never. I had only ever
ventured out to the olde thrift shop,
Depop or the side of the road to
find second-hand things … until I
decided one odd day.
FLASHBACK. It’s Oct. 20, a
bright and benevolent day, or so I
thought. This was the day I went
looking for my little bobbin-filled pal
on Facebook Marketplace. Recently,
I went to Joann Fabrics with high
hopes to find myself some fixings to
sew a baby doll dress. The fabric I
picked was somewhat of a grandmaesque pattern with lots of daisies
and peonies and a muted yellow
background. I had outrageously
overestimated my sewing skills and
soon came to the sad, yet true, revelation that if I wanted to make this
dress a reality, I would need a sewing machine. The only time I’d ever
used a sewing machine was in eighth
grade when I was in a tech theatre
class, and we had to sew vests for the
production of “Newsies.” The worst
part is that I belonged on the stage,
not behind the curtains ... Anyways,
I digress. I made the most tragic
vests of my life, and they STILL used
them in the production, HA! These
things look like little baby spiders
made them and then cut them up
with scissors. The only memories
of using the machine were intense
confusion, broken needles and dissatisfaction.
Back to the story, I ended up
looking through lists and lists of
sewing machines. Some broken,
some new, some expensive, some
blue! Haha, no blue but fun rhyme
scheme, right? Anyway, many of
these listings were tens of miles
away for a sewing machine I didn’t
even know would work. Out of the
grace of God, I found … let’s say
his name was Herb. Herb had a
fairly good machine for, originally, $200. Very funny, Herb. The
machine brand-spanking-new was

$200. He had recently lowered it
to $150. I bellowed at the audacity
and mustered up a ripe counteroffer.
*Cue the wild west music* “I’ll take
it off your hands for one Benjamin,
buckaroo,” I remarked. “You drive
a hard bargain, cowgirl, but I’ll take
it,” he remorsefully uttered and
tipped his hat. The conversation was
something along the lines of that …
The next day, I made the trek, with
my mom for safety measures, and
secured the apparatus. I told myself
I wouldn’t use it until I finished my
work and prior projects.
Then, the magical day was
upon us. The day where I finally got
to use my sewing machine! WOOT!
I plugged it in and started clowning around with it. To my dismay,
I heard what sounded like rocks
falling off a cliff. These “rocks” were
bolts on the inside. My luck never
continues to amaze me. Frowny face.
Thusly, I asked my mom to help me
troubleshoot, knowing full well none
of us knew about the deep, dark
and intricate inner mechanisms of
any sewing machine. Nonetheless,
there we sat, iPhone flashlights and
screwdrivers galore, trying to figure
out what in God’s name happened
inside my machine. After maybe 30
minutes of savior-complex fueled
defeat, we decided to bring it into
the shop the next morning. Sad but
true, the best things in life are worth
waiting for.
Nonetheless, I brought it in,
and the wait time was around two
weeks. In a normal pandemic-free
world it would have been maybe four
days, but since everyone and their
dog started sewing during quarantine, the wait grew! It only took one
week, though! I was beside myself
to have my little machine back in
my arms! I brought it home and
started daydreaming of all the things
I could, would, should and will sew!
However, I have never sewed before
and, once again, grotesquely overestimated my sewing skills.
Perhaps there’s a pattern
emerging of my ability to overestimate myself.
FLASHBACK TO MODERN
DAY … I’ve tried and lamentably
failed at sewing a slip dress, a meek
coin purse and some masks. Maybe
it’s my scissors, yeah, we’ll blame the
scissors! Be that as it may, it would
be an understatement to say I’m
juiced up to get on the thread horse
and travel into the sewing sunset.
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Photograph — Oct. 14, 2:42
P.M.
By Rachel Robrecht

I do not make a habit of taking
pictures. It’s something about living
in the moment. It’s something about
how if I allow myself to start, I fear
I might not ever stop, driven by the
futile desire to capture and commit
everything to a memory external to
and far less fallible than my own. I
want crystal clear high definition.
I want to know the angle of every
blade of grass as it’s bent by the
breeze. I want to know the exact
shade of your hair, haloed by the
sun.
The way I remember us on
the steps by the river is more like a
painting than a photograph anyway.
The eye of the artist distorts reality. Everything softens around the
stroke of my brush. How much of the
memory is true, I wonder, and how
much have I rearranged to create a
more artful scene? While it may sacrifice accuracy, a painting captures
the fluidity of movement better than
film. Details blur together until the
image becomes more about a feeling
than the exactness of the thing. I see
the canvas in my mind, and it looks
like joy, like freedom, like the absurdity of youth.
It was spring when we
were last here, a chill to the wind
that rippled the surface of the water.
It’s cold now too, but the air has
more of a bite to it, the green buds
on branches replaced with browning leaves. People used to believe
that the seasons turned around
Persephone, that when she went to
the Underworld, the Earth died with

her. As I stand where we stood, I try
not to consider the metaphor. It’s
almost too on the nose, except you’re
not coming back.
Would you, if you could?
Or would you feel as though you’d
dodged a bullet? The world is on
fire these days. Our best laid plans
reduced to ash. You get to be frozen
in that time, when there were still
possibilities, while I’ve had to live
past them. I am not the person I
was. No one ever is, after they’re left
behind.
I know what you’d tell me, if
you were here for me to admit this
to, but part of me still wants to take
your place. I want to wade into the
water, lay back, shut my eyes, and
imagine it’s the Styx.
Instead, I take a familiar
path home through the forest. I can’t
remember if I ever walked it with
you. Your ghost is not as strong in
places you did not linger, and I may
as well be imagining it now. Still,
I want to take something with me
from here, something more distinct
than the oil on the canvas inside my
head, and I’m half-hoping that the
impression of you may stick to it,
regardless.
I do not make a habit of taking
pictures. But now my fingers twitch
toward my phone.
The tree I line up in the frame
stands tall as a matchstick, a brilliant
shock of red blooming at its top. If
the light breaks through the clouds,
scatters off the leaves, just so, it
could be burning.

Worst Things Found
in Halloween Basket
Support Group
By Kelly Foy

Love Thy Neighbor
By Molly Ruffing

God said to love thy neighbor.
This I could do.
Surely, I could love the family
living next to mine, the ones who
would have a barbeque each Sunday
evening. I could definitely love those
people and even their little dog too.
Even if I never meet these people, I could love them. They looked
so perfect, as they sat on their patio
with their watermelon and their hamburgers and, of course, their smiles.
I wouldn’t be surprised if the father
burnt the hamburgers one night, and
they all laughed about it, as if his
mistake was just an innocent blunder.
They would eat the hamburgers after
scraping off the charred bits, and they
would laugh.
They looked so happy. So lovable.
But that was in the summer.
In the winter, I didn’t see my
neighbor. I still loved them, though,
as I imagined them nestled together
by the fire, warming their hands while
sipping on hot chocolate. I’m sure the
daughter gave her brother one fewer

marshmallow in his hot chocolate,
and he called her on it. And I’m sure
she laughed and grabbed him another,
smiling as she plopped it into his
drink. They all chuckled at her jest,
this I’m sure.
They were still so perfect even
when they were tucked away inside,
out of my view.
They looked so happy -- so lovable.
God said to love thy neighbor.
And I did. I loved the idea of my
neighbor, the sight of my neighbor,
the happiness of my neighbor, the life
of my neighbor. I loved my neighbor.
I’m sure things weren’t always
perfect for them, but even in those
moments of imperfection, I can only
imagine their continued loyalty and
love for each other.
Even as the mother lost her job
and struggled to find a new one, they
would search the want ads and love
each other through it. Even as the
son failed his math exam, they would
study with him and love each other
through it.

They loved each other through it,
and I did too.
God said to love thy neighbor.
This I could do.
But when God said to love thy
enemy, this I could not do.
I could not turn my eyes from
the window and my beloved neighbors
and look within my own home. I could
not stop spinning my neighbors’ narratives and return to my own story.
My heart and my eyes insisted on
remaining across the way, fixed upon
my blessed neighbor. I couldn’t even
look at my enemy -- how could I ever
love him?
How could I ever love my enemy
after all he had done to me? How
could I love the man who said he loved
me but then refused to show it? How
could I ever pick up the broken pieces
of my heart, patch them back together
and tell them to love him again?
God said to love thy neighbor.
This I could do.
God said to love thy enemy.
This I could not do. This I would
not do.

What Am

By Willem Villerius
What exactly is a Willem
Villerius? A question some have tried
but few to none have succeeded in
answering. Can you boil it, mash it,
put it in a stew? Can you buy it, use
it, break it, fix it, trash it, change
it, mail, upgrade it? Potato punk?
Does it have a little car? Does it have
a little star? I do not know, go ask
your dad.
Can you bottle it? Will it bottle?
Is it a sexy little someone? A heaping helping of nothing? Can you bop
it? Twist it? Pull it? Pass it? Is it a
timelord? A warlord? A shitlord? Is
it back to the future, is it forward to
the past? Is it the saint or the sinner,
the body snatcher or the planet? Will
it blend? Is it the question? Will time
tell? Can you tell it to a T? We’ll just
have to wait and see.
Is it a fine wine, an acquired
taste? Is it behind the mask in a
Scooby Doo mystery? Is it the Great
Mystery? Is it man’s best friend, a
Great Dane? Did it go? Is it Wendigo?
Does it lash out on people like a cat o’

nine tails? Will it skulk and leave, be
like a cat with nine lives? Does it let
it be? Does it live and let live? Does
it speak words of wisdom? Let it be.
If it’s magic. Is it magic? Is it
chillin’ out maxin’, relaxin’ all cool?
Is it a dress-up doll, a blow-up doll?
A blown up doll that gets dressed?
Like Mr. Potato Head but with flesh?
Is it the snake in the tree? The knowledge of good or of evil? The snake in
the trousers? The snake in the boot?
Reach for the sky.
Is it the third child? Is it a
third eye? Is it a third leg? The eye
of the tiger? The Tiger King? Is it a
prophet yet to come? Is it a profit
yet to come? Is it dope? Is it the
pope? Can it cope? Will it elope? Is
it in the night kitchen? Does it lay
in the morning dew? Will it spark a
coup? Coup d’état or Tao of Pooh?
Is it beauty? Is it the beast? Tale as
old as time.
Song as old as rhyme. Does it
feel fine? Is it baby? Is baby good to
it? Does it tell it all the time? Does it

say so? Is she in love with it? Does
it feel fine? Does it push it? Does it
push it real good? Does it push the
boundaries? Does it come to push
and shove? Will its hands soften
while it does the dishes? Is it moist?
Is it soaking in it? Is it Palmolive?
Who is it beefing with? Is it the beef?
It’s what’s for dinner.
Is it a snake-oil salesman? Is it
a spinach-eating sailor man? Did it
graduate top of it’s class in the Navy
SEALs? Is it a seal hunter? Is it a
traditionalist? Is it a revolutionary?
Is it a faker, a phony or a fumbo? Is
it a bum? Could it have been a contender? What does it have to contend
with? Is it armed to the teeth? Is it
teething? Is it strong-arming? Is it
charming? Is it alarming how charming it feels? Is it loved? It feels pretty.
Something’s coming. Is it good?
Can it wait? *phone jingles* Can it
hold? *lounge music plays* ...
What exactly is a Willem
Villerius?
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The Sustainability Section: Vegan Mondays

Dannielle Konz
Editor-in-Chief

_________________________________________________

The Sustainability Steering Committee is a
group on campus that is devoted to creating
more sustainable practices at Lawrence. This
column highlights some of their recent initiatives in order to educate students on sustainable
options and plans available to them.
Many people have heard of and even
implemented “meatless Mondays” each week,
where, as the name suggests, one eliminates
meat in their diet every Monday. However, three
students on campus are trying to push meatless
Mondays a step further at Lawrence. Juniors
Eli Ferrell, Quinn Giglio and Elyssa Pfluger
are working with the Sustainability Steering
Committee and Bon Appétit to implement vegan
Mondays in the Commons, the Café and Corner
Store.
Giglio outlined the three primary reasons why they are looking to make this change

on campus: “One of the reasons is for personal
health and knowing more about what you are
putting into your body and making healthy
decisions. Another reason is the environmental
concerns that comes from deforestation. One of
the biggest concerns that comes from deforestation in the Amazon is to grow soybeans and corn
to feed to cattle and to raise cattle. The whole
industry creates a lot of [Carbon Dioxde]. The
third reason is animal cruelty. Everyone hopes
that they can have cruelty-free meat, but it just
really doesn’t exist in our current system.”
Ferrell said that the trio wants to
empower and enable people but not force them,
which is why it will ultimately be up to students
to decide whether or not vegan Mondays become
a staple at Lawrence. “We have great Bon App
chefs and great resources, and they are already
taking into account people with nut and soy and
gluten allergies, so it’s all going to be taken care
of,” said Giglio. “We hope that it’s going to be so
good that people don’t even notice.” Students
will be able to sign a pledge to support imple-

menting vegan Mondays, and once the pledge
garners enough support, the decision will be
taken to the Lawrence University Community
Council for a vote.
To those who may not agree with the
push for vegan Mondays, Giglio said, “We want
one day a week; it’s not asking for much. It’s just
saying, take one day out of your week to be conscious of these issues and learn something, support something and take these steps forward into
the future.” Giglio added, “It’s not necessarily a
versus sort of system. That’s why we are aiming
for just one day a week. Everyone is aware of and
understand that the meat industry creates a lot
of [Carbon Dioxide...] We are not trying to battle
anyone; we aren’t trying to take down anyone’s
belief systems; we are just trying to help educate
people. A good meal is a good meal, and if it just
so happens to be vegan, that’s great.”
When asked why they were pushing
for a vegan day instead of a vegetarian one,
Ferrell said, “The dairy industry, the egg industry […] we sort of see it all as one industry. In

terms of health and the environment, there’s
really no difference to us between animal [products] and vegan.”
The group is in the phase of educating the campus community, getting the word
out about vegan Mondays and gathering info
on what students want to see. “If this is to happen, it’s going to be student-driven,” Ferrell
shared. “It’s not us telling people what to do.
We just want to get the word out.” Students
should expect to see posters around campus
and announcements on Lawrence social media
sites that share more information about vegan
Mondays and how to show support to the movement.
The trio are excited to be a part of
something new happening on campus but want
people to know that it’s not likely to be a shortterm change. They want to establish a cultural
shift on campus and even possibly inspire other
schools to make similar changes.
To sign the pledge and join the movement, go to https://bit.ly/3mME4am.

Fall Photo Feature: Trick or treat?
Photos by Caroline Garrow.

Senior roommates Juan Rivera, Jailene Rodriguez, Angela Caraballo and Kye Harris.
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Photo Feature: Athens, Greece
Photos by Jacki Healy.

Sports in This
Day and Age
continued from page 3

terback Sam Darnold could only
throw for a measly 133 yards on
30 attempts. The Jets' run game
was nearly non-existent as well,
as their leading rusher for the
game was Frank Gore, who only
managed a total of 30 yards on
10 carries.
Minnesota (2-5) picked up
their second win of the season last
week with a 28-22 victory over the
Rodgers-led Green Bay Packers

(5-2). Green Bay, who entered
the game as six-point favorites,
lost by six points after they fell
behind early in the third quarter.
Minnesota, a team that looked
dead after a horrendous start
to the season, may have found
their answer, as running back
Dalvin Cook once again put up
monster numbers, rushing for 163
yards and three touchdowns on
30 carries while also leading the
team in receiving yards with 63
yards and a touchdown through
the air. Green Bay still looks to be
the frontrunner in the National
Football Conference (NFC) North.
However, it would be unwise to
count any team out, regardless of
their record.

Want your organization featured in our
paper?
Submit articles to lawrentian@lawrence.edu
to make your voice heard!
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Erin O’Brien

Student Spotlight: Madeline Guest

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Lawrence sophomore Madeline
Guest, a double major in choral
education and computer science, is
incredibly passionate about writing,
singing and recording her own songs
independent of her diverse academic
pursuits. She recently released her
second self-written album on Sep. 9
of this year, entitled “Just Another
Ghost.”
Guest shared that she has been
interested in music and songwriting since high school, where she was
heavily involved in performing arts
programs including choir, theatre and
orchestra. While her parents have jobs
in other fields, Guest stated that music
still maintains a significant place in
their lives and that they are incredibly encouraging of her pursuits. Both
were involved in a band together while
in college, and today, they still continue to casually practice music themselves while also lending collaborative
support to Guest. This support, as well
as connections to Guest’s eventual
producer, facilitated the release of her
first album when she was just a junior
in high school.
Guest’s Chicago-area based producer, Derrick Procell, is the husband
of Meredith Colby, a vocal instructor who taught both Guest’s sister
and mother. Guest explained that
once she has recorded vocals for a
song, she sends it to Procell who then
makes decisions about instrumentals
and the song’s overall sound. Still,

Sophomore singer-songwriter Madeline Guest
Photo by Pei Robins.

she described his production style as
highly collaborative; the pair would
frequently trade ideas and experiment
with different concepts, so Guest
enjoyed a great degree of creative
autonomy in her work. While Guest
certainly maintains the integrity of
her own sound, she notes that her
most recent album does have a noticeably more “rocky” sound than her first

album, “The Ending Stays the Same,”
because of Procell’s production choices, including a greater incorporation
of electric guitar.
Guest does most of her own
instrumentals when it comes to piano
and acoustic guitar, but other instrumental elements are up to Procell
who takes care of finding musicians.
“Just Another Ghost” possesses a

wider range of instrumental variety
than Guest’s first album, making it
more collaborative and more complex in the album’s chronology. She
explained that the track organization
had to be strategic; they didn’t want
transitions from song to song to be
too jarring in terms of keys, rhythms
or tones. Even if it is not a concept
album with a cohesive and chrono-

logical story, there is still a certain
structure expected in an album’s arc.
Guest chose the piano tracks, “The
Day the World Stopped Turning”
and “Icarus,” as album “bookends”
because she wanted to start and finish strong, maintaining a robust and
engaging first few tracks before transitioning into something softer and
finally crescendoing back again at the
finish.
Guest shared that these “bookend” tracks both have stories behind
them. “The Day the World Stopped
Turning” was written during a calculus class, was eventually lost and
was finally recovered again before it
was transformed into a promising mix
from her producer. Similarly, “Icarus”
was written in a Lawrence practice
room while procrastinating other
work, as a reference to her study of
Bruegel’s “Landscape with the Fall of
Icarus” in Freshman Studies.
Guest concluded that, regardless
of her career, which she currently
expects to be in high school choral
instruction, she imagines songwriting
will always be an important part of her
life even if she doesn’t always publish
the music. She is excited to continue her education at Lawrence where
she can experiment with and learn
about different pedagogical tools and
methods to see how they inform her
career goals as well as her personal
approach to music and songwriting.
Guest’s music is available for streaming on Spotify, Apple Music and several other streaming services under
the name Madeline Harper Guest.

Student panel discusses sustainability Movies, Movies, Movies
in the pandemic and screens film

John Freidinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past Sunday, Nov. 1, the
Sustainability Steering Committee
held a panel and screened the 2018
documentary “The Human Element”
to start a conversation about sustainability during the pandemic. This was
an opportunity for like-minded individuals to come together virtually and
share their thoughts and concerns on
the matter. The two-hour affair began
with the panel and then transitioned
to all attendees watching a documentary.
It seems that in most discussions
about sustainability, there is a sort of
shroud of pessimism, but that was not
the case this past Sunday. Panelists,
including senior Jim Yang and junior
Gillian Buckardt, not only acknowledged this pessimism but also refuted
it with easily applicable advice. When
confronted with this sense of pessimism, they shared their personal toils
with spreading “sustainability” while
also staying positive.
Questions were taken from the
audience about anything an audience member could think to ask.
Topics ranging from composting to
renewable fashion were brought to
the panelists who discussed them in

detail. Panelists also discussed different environmentally conscious
projects that they had been involved
with. Yang discussed his work to use
less plastic while dining on campus.
He talked about how he believed the
task would not be as intensive as it
seemed to be because of all the factors
that are overlooked. Factors like price,
disposal and storage all complicate
what may overall seem to be an easy
decision.
In the second section of the
event, the documentary, “The Human
Element,” directed by Matthew Testa,
was screened and proved to be not
nearly as positive as the panel was. As
it was intended, the film was extremely alarming, alerting its audience to
the negative impact that humans have
had on the environment.
The title, “The Human Element,”
is as telling as the film was itself. The
title is based on the long-accepted
idea that there are four elements in
nature: air, earth, water and fire. As
the title implies, though, there is a
fifth element to nature: humans.
The film takes the audience all
over the world to show how these
elements affect the ways that humans
live, which is then complicated by how
they interact with the environment.
This is all done while also showing
the role that humans have played

A+E RADAR

UPCOMING:

presents Comedian Jose
Barrientos, Mead Witter

11/6 4 p.m. Fiber Arts and 11/7 8 p.m. Student
voice recital: Jack Murphy,
Chat, Zoom
Zoom
11/7 11 a.m. & 3 p.m.
11/7 9 p.m. Open Mic
Black and Brown
Night, Somerset
Empowerment Event,
Somerset and Boldt Plaza
11/8 5 p.m. Student piano
recital: Samuel Green,
11/7 2 p.m. Yoga for
Zoom
Musicians, Zoom

over the years in the creation of these
circumstances.
Over the course of its hour and
fifteen-minute run time, the film first
aims to shock its audience with the
pressing nature of the issues facing
the environment, then shifts to inspire
change. This sequence of shock to
inspiration was effective in bringing
the concerns with the environment
closer to the public’s eye.
In the film, the documenter
shows a variety of different problems
facing the environment and how that
subsequently affects humans. One
thing he pointed to was the issue of
flooding and how destructive it can
be for human communities as well
as the Earth. Humans are now living
in houses on stilts because they have
had to accept the reality of flooding
in their coastal towns. The film also
covered forest fires that are wreaking
havoc on many communities around
the globe. At a certain point, most of
the humans affected by these fires
are forced to flee rather than fight an
unbeatable battle against raging fires
Overall, the event seemed to
be extremely successful. There was
great audience participation during
the panel, and the general air seemed
to look positively towards the future
of staying sustainable in the unprecedented times of a global pandemic.

Art & Black Lives Matter
in Germany Roundtable
Discussion, Zoom
11/13 7 p.m. Student
violin recital: Jelani Jones,
Zoom
11/14 1 p.m. Composition
Studio Recital Watch
Party, Zoom

11/7 3:30 p.m. LU Swing
Club Distanced Line
Dance, Somerset

11/14 5 p.m. Student
saxophone recital: Alyssa
11/9 8 p.m. Student piano Kuss, Zoom
recital: Hannah Foote,
Zoom

11/7 7 p.m. SOUP

11/10 4:30 p.m. Black

Levi Homman
Columnist

______________________________________

“Enola Holmes,” 2020, directed
by Harry Bradbeer – 2.5/5 Stars
While “Enola Holmes” likely
sounded good on paper to a conference room of Netflix executives, it was
doomed to be mediocre from the point
of its conception. It’s an unbeatable
formula: an adaption of a popular
young adult novel with an all-star cast
and a budget in the tens of millions
of dollars; what could go wrong? As it
turns out, a lot can go wrong.
Enola, the title character, played
by Millie Bobby Brown, is the younger
sister of Sherlock Holmes, played by
Henry Cavill. When Enola is seventeen, her mother, played by Helena
Bonham Carter, goes missing. It takes
the movie a while to arrive at the
beginning of this main plot, taking
its time establishing its characters,
motivations and setting. Enola sets
off to look for her mother and, on the
way, meets a young lord, Viscount
Tewksbury, played by Louis Partridge.
Encountering Tewksbury complicates
Enola’s plans when she discovers that
there is a plot to kill him. All this converges in a fun, simple but sometimes
boring adventure for Enola and the
audience.
The film, at its core, is totally
fine for its target audience. It’s entertaining, is shot and color-corrected
competently and has a good core message. Enola is a positive role model,
and the majority of the cast seems to
be having fun in their roles. Parents,
babysitters and older siblings watching along, though, are likely to find
the writing a little silly or played-out.
On top of that, the movie’s message of

gender equality and social acceptance
might come off as ham-fisted and
disingenuous.
Director Harry Bradbeer is most
notably known for his work on the
Amazon original series “Fleabag” and
that influence can be seen in “Enola
Holmes.” Enola, like the character
of “Fleabag,” sometimes breaks the
fourth wall and speaks directly to the
camera. One big reason this creative
choice works in “Fleabag” is because
the characters and awkward moments
feel painfully real, and the fourth wall
breaks give the audience some needed
levity. “Enola Holmes,” on the other
hand, has stakes set very low with
the audience’s suspension of disbelief
stretched to its limit with historical
inaccuracy and over-the-top scenarios. When Brown speaks directly to
the camera as Enola, that suspension
becomes non-existent, and it awkwardly removes the audience from
whatever immersion in the story they
had left. This is not to say that the lack
of historical accuracy and lighthearted
framing are always a bad thing; they
make the movie what it is and contribute to its charm, but directly breaking
the fourth wall was not a great creative choice here.
To put it bluntly, “Enola Holmes”
is very forgettable. Its cast members
are committed and fun to watch, but
the events of the film lack a feeling of importance or emotional value.
Watching it feels more like viewing
a pretty façade rather than a fully
fleshed-out story. Harmless and
sometimes fun, most audiences won’t
be missing out on much if they don’t
watch this film.
“Enola Holmes” can be watched
right now on Netflix.
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Dance meditation for Black liberation

Mads Layton
Staff Writer

______________________________________

ADVERTISE
EXPOSURE

The Lawrence Dance Series was
back again over Zoom on Sunday,
Nov. 1 at 7 p.m. to host a conversation with members from Street Dance
Activism’s Global Dance Meditation
for Black Liberation, which is a global
collective based around bringing liberation for Black people. The idea of
street dance activism is that street
dance can be used as a political action.
Connected through Instructor of
Dance Margaret Paek, the conversation was held by Amelia Leafaitaulagi,
Grace Shinahae Jun, Ph.D. and
Shalom Cook, who each take part in
various meditation and choreography
aspects of the group.
Their
discussion
centered
around the work of Black liberation
by way of collective embodied practice and healing. During late summer,
Shamell Bell, Ph.D., a street dance
activism scholar, dancer and choreographer, sent out a call on Facebook
about a dream that she had had the
night before. The post opened by saying, “I just woke up from a dream that
I was to gather choreographers and
dancers all over the world for that
beautiful dance of liberation that I’m

always talking about.” The post ended
with, “I guess I’ll start by setting the
intention that all who are called to
dance toward liberation, drop me a
comment or an email […]”
By word of mouth, what came
out of this post was a group of over
50 “artists, activists, academics, parents, children, practitioners and healers,” as stated on their website, from
around the world that met to come
up with a framework and toolkit for
28 days to focus on using the body as
a tool for Black liberation. The goal
was to create “a place where everyone
can feel seen and heard,” says Jun.
Each day, there was a livestreamed
grounding exercise, as well as several meditation sessions, journal
prompts, musical selections and
documents with vocabulary to learn.
The four weeks each have a theme:
What Does Liberation Look Like in
the Inner Sanctum?, Liberation in
Intimacy, Liberation in Spirituality
and Liberation in Our Identity. Cook
explained that during a time when
it is hard not to be consumed with
darkness, this group allowed her to
move toward a place of hope: to “heal,
celebrate, rejoice, be liberated. That
work is all our work.”
Reflecting on the experience
of creating this healing curriculum,

Make your
message
stand out
and be
heard.

the members within the panel spoke
about the power of a space where
Black women’s voices were heard and
prioritized as part of the conversation.
That centering became crucial to the
dynamic of the group, showing the
power that Black women hold.
Another important aspect that
was discussed was the value of community and connectivity, especially
in times of uncertainty. One of their
mantras that tied together the lessons
was, “I am, and that is more than
enough.” Leafaitaulagi remarks how
special it was to see people reflect on
the “enoughness” that the organization is trying to help people instill in
themselves. The entirety of their conversation and the tone surrounding
the work that they do emphasized that
those with shared vision and intention, even in a small pocket of the
world, can create opportunities for
the sharing of gifts and laughter and
love, where people can lift each other
and move toward a more compassionate future.
For those who are interested in
joining in this movement, the resources can be found on streetdanceactivism.com. As Cook urged, go against
whatever fear you have of starting and
take part in this work.

To advertise in
The
Lawrentian,
contact
lawrentian@
lawrence.edu.

Photo Feature:

Fifth-Year Nick Muellner’s Senior Recital

Fifth-year Nick Muellner performs in Harper Hall.
Photo by Pei Robins.

Quarantine
Consumption:
Foreign television

Mary Grace Wagner
Columnist

______________________________________

So, this year has been weird.
In the last seven months many of
us have spent more time alone than
ever before, and as much as arts and
entertainment can be a great way
to bond in person, they are just as
important when we’re stuck in our
rooms. This term, I’m going to be asking Lawrentians what piece of art or
media has gotten them through quarantine, what captured their imagination or made them feel less alone
during these hard times. From the
silly reasons to the serious ones, what
is it and why is it important to them?
Lots of people have found comfort watching various Netflix, Hulu
and Disney Plus shows during their
respective coronavirus self-isolation.
This has given people the opportunity
to explore media that they may not
have had time to fit into their typical schedules. Students are branching out into new genres, shows and
movies from before their time. For
junior Macy Veto, foreign television
has become her obsession.
As soon as quarantine began,
Veto began to host weekly Netflix
parties with a friend. Netflix Party is
a Google chrome browser extension
which allows users to watch Netflix
videos at the exact same time, giving
them a chat box to discuss the video
with the others who are watching.
She explains, “My friends and I would
watch a series every week, and the
one I think I enjoyed the most was a
Russian series called, ‘The Road to
Calvary.’ It’s based on a trilogy of novels by Aleksey Nikolayevich Tolstoy
[...] It’s about the intertwining lives
of different people during the 1917
revolution.”
A fan of a good historical drama,
Veto gushed about the gorgeous period costumes and how she loved the
way an old story was told in a new
way. “It was nice to like, escape into
the history every week for an hour.”
This was especially relevant and
interesting to Veto as she was taking
a Russian history course at Lawrence
while watching the series. Learning
the real historical context of a period
show helped her enjoy it even more

and allowed her to “get all the little
references” that a layman might miss.
The history was fun, but what
really drew Veto in were the characters and how their lives cross paths
during a time of such turmoil in their
country. “I was on the edge of my seat
every episode. The way the characters’
stories intertwined with each other
was WHACK! There are about six to
eight main characters and to watch
their stories collide was so cool.” Veto
continued, “My friend and I would be
in the chat saying, like, ‘oh my gosh,’
because there were super shocking
episodes, and we just had to take a
minute every so often and say, ‘Okay,
this is what I think is gonna happen!’”
Veto praises the whole production
as well from the cinematography to
the production design. “It was just
beautiful.”
“It was in Russian, so we read
the subtitles,” states Veto, who is not
a stranger to new forms of film and
media, but she understands that others may be averse to watching foreign
language media. Here’s what she says
to those who may be hesitant about
diving into TV or movies that are in a
different language: “There is so much
out there that is amazing cinema
that’s not in English or the language
that a viewer may speak, and I think
that, like, it’s important to understand
that there’s still so much to appreciate
in it. You may be exposed to another
style of filmmaking that you’ve never
experienced before.” She emphasized
how going into a foreign TV show or
movie with a closed mind will prime
you to dislike it. “If you go into something with, like, a negative mindset or
you think you’re already not going to
like it or it’s going to be challenging,
then you’re not going to get the same
thing out of it than if you were to go
in saying, ‘This may be different from
what I’m used to, but that doesn’t
mean that it’s any less valuable.’”
“Going into something with an
open mind is really important,” she
says, and it seems like with “The Road
to Calvary” Veto did just that. So,
check out that one show that looks
cool even if it has the intimidation factor of a foreign language. You might
find something as beautiful, engaging
and dramatic as the show that Veto
watched.
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Staff Editorial:

In response to Winter Term decisions

The Anarchy Gauntlet:
Performative politics

Barry B. Bookchin
Columnist

In light of the recent announcement that Winter and Spring Terms will operate almost identically to Fall Term,
it is now the time for us to consider the options presented before us.
The question of whether or not to return to campus is a personal one, and it is something that many of us are
still trying to make a definite decision about. While there are those who would return to campus in a heartbeat, there
are also a number of us who are very hesitant to return due to a variety of important factors, including tuition, class
availability, mental and physical health and safety. As such, the Lawrence administration has left the decision largely
up to the students as individuals so that everyone can make the safest choice for themselves.
On the whole, we, as an editorial board, agree with the plan to allow students to make their own decisions about
their education, be it online, hybrid or in-person. However, one red flag stood out in the sea of text in the email that
all students, faculty and staff received: spring break.
According to President Mark Burstein’s email regarding the next two terms, students will be allowed to travel for
a 10-day spring break in March before returning to campus for the start of Spring Term on the condition that students
“follow the Pledge in their travels.” But the reality is, it’s just not a rational expectation for the hundreds of students
who will be living on campus to all follow the guidelines set by the university when school is the last thing anyone
wants to think about on break. It is also a confusing decision for the administration to make considering we were not
even trusted with a full reading period this term but, instead, were offered separate days in the middle of the week to
discourage students from leaving campus. Therefore, it should be the administration’s job to make accommodations
and changes to their current plans for spring break.
For students with access to a car who live within driving distance of campus, travelling home for a week to see
family while still following the Pledge is entirely feasible. Most of the student body does not have that option, though.
For those of us who have to fly across the country or even across an ocean in order to get back home, following the
Pledge might not be possible — no matter how many precautions we follow.
Air travel in the time of COVID-19 is dangerous no matter what, and spring break is only going to exacerbate
that danger. As one of the busiest travel seasons of the year — usually due to high volumes of high school and college
students heading to the beach for a week of non-stop, wall-to-wall parties — this is not exactly the ideal time to send
students away. Even if they take every precaution, the risk of COVID-19 infection will skyrocket, and the chance of an
outbreak at the beginning of Spring Term seems high.
Students should not be forced to choose between potentially exposing themselves to a deadly virus and staying
alone on an empty campus for two weeks. The administration needs to recognize and acknowledge that they don’t
want students to leave for spring break, and they need to make sure that all students feel like they have the option
to stay.
One way that the administration could actively encourage students to stay on campus for spring break is by
expanding the activities they offer during that period. Staying in a dorm alone for two weeks while the Fox Valley
rages with COVID-19 infection is not particularly enticing for anyone, but students might be persuaded to remain on
campus if there are things to look forward to that keep them inside our Lawrence bubble. Along with that, facilities
should remain open for spring break so that students have other places to go besides their room that don’t involve
going out into the larger Appleton area. We shouldn’t feel like we have to risk travel during a pandemic in order to
have a fun and relaxing spring break.
Now, if the administration won’t take this step, the responsibility then falls upon us as students to make the
tough decisions regarding travel in order to keep campus safe. We cannot risk potentially losing all of Spring Term
because we have been presented the option to leave. Students must take it upon themselves to keep their travel limited and their circles small to prevent the spread of COVID-19, especially during break. Administration isn’t willing
to say it, or at least not yet, but spring break could prove to be our beautiful bubble’s greatest threat.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Genevieve Cook, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for
clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should
not be more than 350 words.

Carmen Rosa San Diego

Columnist
_________________________________
I will not lie to you. I have been finding it difficult to write this week.
There are too many thoughts and
ideas running around frantically in
this head of mine, and they refuse to
be settled.
They refuse to let me grab onto
them and put them in jars so they can
be revisited later. I am not sure if this
is just me but doesn’t it feel like the
powers that be have shaken, ruffled
and abruptly lifted the thick rug that
covers our collective B.S.?
It’s as if this dust that has come
refuses to settle, rather it stands still,
clouding the air with its stench leaving us no choice but to deal with all
of the gunk we’ve stored under that
rug.
There was a student-run newspaper, maybe you know it, that
published a letter that attempted to
address the racism and discrimination that exists within its practices.
I am not entirely sure if there
are any number of unconscious and
implicit bias trainings that can illuminate individuals who already feel like
they know it all and are woke.
For several years, students have

The Anarchy Gauntlet is a column
attempting to move away from my
more traditional Marxist-themed
articles to a framework centered
around anarchism, which better
reflects my beliefs. Anarchism advocates for the end to unjustified hierarchies from boss-worker relations
to even parent-child dynamics as we
know them. Anarchists believe in the
same post-capitalism, communist
society as other far-left groups but
differs in the practice and means of
achieving that society. These ideas of
anarchism will be inherent throughout these articles.
One of the most frustrating
aspects of how we engage in politics
is when symbolic changes are conceded and when people and institutions
take actions that only look good for
them but don’t require any meaningful work.
Whether it’s The Lawrentian’s
supposed commitments to changing for the better and learning from
years of transgressions against LU’s
marginalized students, commitments
worded quite defensively and performatively, I might add, or Lawrence’s
diversity initiatives that may produce
meaningful results or just facilitate
meaningless panel conversations that
don’t address the issues we face here.
All that being said, I’m here to
focus on something broader and
more insulting: the performative
responses to Black Lives Matter
(BLM).
Content warning: discussion of
police brutality and racism.
If you’ve lived beneath a rock
for the last six months, that’s probably a sign you should read more
about Black liberation and struggle.
The ongoing police brutality against
Black and Brown bodies, violence
which is centuries-long in scope, has
once again sparked BLM protests
across the country after the mur-

Finding Caguana

continually called out the newspaper
for their consistent discriminatory
behavior and their participation in
perpetuating systems, standards
and stereotypes that racially and
systematically abuses and oppresses
those of us who are Black, Brown,
Indigenous and non-white students
on campus. Let it be clear that a
simple letter, which seems like it was
written last minute, does not and
will never absolve The Lawrentian of
their behavior. It does not wash their
hands clean.
However, the letter is a step in
merely clearing a route that could
lead the student-run newspaper in
the right direction. Let me not be so
harsh and unrelenting in my criticism
for just a few sentences. I am glad
that a student-run newspaper exists
at a predominantly white institution
like Lawrence University.
Not only am I glad, but I am
ecstatic, because this means that the
power for radical change is in the
hands of students, and it is not, nor
should it be, corrupted by administrative agendas, powers or influences.
The Lawrentian has introduced me
to so many amazing, elegant and
informed writers and their columns.
Not to mention that grabbing a
newspaper and reading it with my
morning cup of joe (which is really

just some OJ), allows me to live my
grown woman Hollywood fantasy of
reading a newspaper in which only
my eyes can be seen by anyone walking by.
Making me look all mysterious
and intriguing. Like c’mon, ya girl
is living the dream! It is important, however, that it is understood
by such organizations, that writers have often enforced whiteness,
Eurocentrism and Euro-colonial
standards.
Who is writing the story matters
and where the story is placed also
matters. That is all I will say on that,
I am not here to teach anyone about
things they should already know.
Especially things they inherited that
empower them but were designed to
oppress, write off and abuse others.
I will refer to an old saying that
I am constantly reminded of, “With
great power, comes great responsibility.” Much like the students who
run a newspaper, writers and all of
us as citizens of a country that has
labelled itself as “great,” we too have
an important responsibility.
As writers, voters, educators and
even role models we should not take
what we do so lightly. When you
vote for any persons that are proud
of being a racist, white supremacist
funded, rapist, xenophobic, fat-taker,

even if you are none of these things,
you are breathing new life into all of
these things to continue living on.
When you endorse the Messiah
of those who hate my people, the
ambassadors of Euro-Colonialism
and the enforcers of whiteness, you
are endorsing the continuous genocide of my people.
You are endorsing those that
trick you into thinking that it was
their God given right to cleanse the
world of those of us that are not
pure (according to Euro anything
standards, that usually means white).
Please leave God at the door, stop
claiming this is divine right and will.
It’s pathetic.
As much as I have learned and
come to know, I will never understand why, in the history of the
world, people have come to the conclusion that violence, hate and malice
are the only methods in which they
could have built themselves and their
legacy on.
I hate to sound like a hopeless romantic, but, honestly, I truly
believe that love is the utmost powerful weapon. I hope that letters that
attempt to mend the brokenness
caused by these horrors and everything that it inspires are written out
of love.
I’m tired of letters that are careful-

ders of Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud
Arbery, George Floyd, Jacob Blake,
Alvin Cole and many more people.
Justifiably so.
Police brutality should never be
tolerated, and our silence up until
this moment speaks volumes of the
white supremacist indoctrination
that we all experience in the U.S.
However, speaking up in and of itself
isn’t always right, particularly when
white people try to earn brownie
points for their presumed wokeness.
In those instances, it is actually
harmful because such an act detracts
from the fight for justice by moving
the spotlight from Black voices to
respected white views without doing
much else.
Though I’ve witnessed this phenomenon a fair amount throughout
my life, I am constantly reviewing
my internal biases that either don’t
detect the performative elements
of someone’s actions or agree with
such actions without realizing its real
implications.
In one of my recent conversations
with a friend about this topic, we
agreed that performative acts often
don’t include any real effort on the
actor’s part, nor do they challenge
the status quo or spark meaningful
change.
And, of course, I should mention that this isn’t exclusive to white
people, but I’ve noticed performative
acts take on different forms depending on the person’s identity. Liberal
institutions will hire the likes of Dr.
Barret, for example, as a part of their
diversity initiatives to give off the
resemblance of change.
I can’t speak to whether she
has genuine interest in change, but
Lawrence and Dr. Barret have continued to dismiss and harm marginalized students over the years. Having
a respectable and professional BIPOC
in the ranks of Lawrence’s administration makes for good public relations without necessarily addressing
the root of Lawrence’s problems.

See page 11

ly constructed props and statements
to be forgotten. I would hope that
when people vote, it is with intention,
not because it is a dreaded responsibility. Do you know how many people
in this very U.S. of A. cannot vote
because they are colonial subjects?
Look up Puerto Rico and learn
about the many second-class
American citizens who are valued
colonial objects but not valuable
enough as subjects to vote for our
congressional representatives or the
president of the United States. How
can it be ok to rob people of their
agency?
Radical political, economic,
spiritual, personal liberation happens
when you love yourself enough to
realize that you are bound to systems
that give you conditional freedom
and liberation and being weird
enough to want more.
It is realizing that you are bound
to systems and standards that distort
your sense of self and sense of worth.
It is wanting more than just what
you have been told you can aspire to.
Many people think that it is just the
colonized that need to be liberated.
But who will liberate the colonizers
from themselves?
Emancipation of the systems
requires confrontation with the

See page 11
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We Are Not Supposed to Talk About This: Election results
Luther Abel

Columnist
_________________________________
What a night! I don’t know what
you did the night of Nov. 3, but if
your schedule was anything like
mine, you spent hours sitting in front
of the computer or TV endlessly
refreshing as the results came oh-soslowly in.
For sustenance, I snacked from
a bowl of mixed nuts — no peanuts,
only the good stuff — with some
miniature dark chocolate Reese’s
Cups tossed in. For whistle-wetting
purposes, the mixed nuts a la Reese’s
was paired with a California red wine.
What I saw transpire on my computer screen was almost exactly my
ideal scenario: Biden likely to win by
a sliver, the GOP retaining control
of the Senate and the Dems losing
ground in the House but holding the
majority.
But as none of this is yet certain,
I’d like to focus this article on three
facets of the election we can know
for sure. The first, how egregiously
the polling was off — with the exception of the Trafalgar Group’s polls in
some states. Secondly, the GOP’s suc-

Fariba Lale

Columnist
_________________________________
By the time this is published, we
will (hopefully, but who even knows
anymore) know the final results of
this election. But, as of right now, the
race is looking close.
To be honest, I am a little bit surprised. Lots of people are calling this
2016 all over again, and I am, and
have been, a little hesitant to agree
with that wholeheartedly.
The conditions this time around
are not the same. We are experiencing a once in a lifetime global catastrophe. We have had a recession.
Folks across the country have lost
their jobs and their homes en masse.
And all of this happened under
Trump’s watch. “Make America Great
Again” starts to lose its ring when
you have been running the country
for the last four years and this is the
outcome.
Plus, Clinton was a much more
widely hated politician than Biden is.
She is up there with the greats, the
likes of McConnell and Nevertheless!
It is hard to account for just how
much Biden sucks!
Biden could still eke out a win,

The Anarchy
Gauntlet

continued from page 10

On the flip side, cliches abound when
white people inhabit spaces organized
to fight racism and police brutality.
One egregious tactic I’ve witnessed
is the quoting of Martin Luther King
Jr., which makes for very good performative wokeness.
MLK Jr. is both a beloved and
hated figure in U.S. history. Hated
for being such an effective leader for
change, beloved for the mythology
and vague history that now clouds his
image. There is no other U.S. historical figure that is both more quoted
and less understood.
Quoting MLK Jr. allows white
people to decontextualize and appro-

Finding
Caguana
continued from page 10
Shadow Self. It requires love. Radical

cess with Latino voters in Texas and
Florida and what this might mean
going forward.
Third, it was a stupendous night
for those who wish to celebrate
women in politics, with diverse
female GOP candidates beating out
white, male Democrats. And finally,
that in-person voting remains the
best way to vote and see results in a
timely manner.
538 was wrong.RealClearPolitics
(RCP) was wrong. Serious polling
outfits missed the mark by double
digits. Why? How? Well, because
they were incapable of engaging a
representative sample of the population, I suppose.
Some of my fellows on the Right
grumble about polls typically (almost
always) showing an advantage for
the Democrat, and that this is proof
of bias by the pollster and possibly
intentional voter suppression — by
means of disheartening Republican
voters.
I like to assume the best of people
and so figure this trend of left-leaning
polling failure is a product of the shy
Trump voter — people fear reprisal or
judgment for supporting Trump and
so refuse to speak to pollsters.

A pollster injects a weight into
his or her model that attempts to
adjust for this “shy voter” but seemingly failed to calibrate correctly
… all in the same direction. Going
forward I hope to see the truly atrocious Quinnipiac-class of pollsters
fall away. Their failure screws up the
averages on sites like 538 and RCP.
Really, Quinnipiac has no business
polling anything beyond a middle
school’s student council run-off election.
Two of the (many) races the polling class got wrong were Florida and
Texas. Trump won both quite handily, and he did it not with support so
much from the white working class
but from those of Latino extraction.
In fact, one of the deep ironies
about this race between Trump and
Biden is that it is the white working
class who will likely hand Biden victory, not the multi-cultural coalition
that Democrats have been harping
about for years.
In border counties in Texas
— almost entirely comprised of
Latinos — Trump ran neck and
neck with Biden, well within a few
points. Miami-Dade, home to many
Americans of Cuban descent and his-

torically Dem-leaning, Trump came
within single digits.
Should a Republican candidate
appear in 2024 who is not nearly as
obnoxious towards immigrants as
Trump, who knows just how far the
Latino vote could carry her (c’mon
Nikki Haley!) or him.
When that election day comes in
four years’ time, may we all look back
on 2020 and say a prayer of thanks
for the freedom of movement we
will be enjoying at that point in the
future.
No more, or fewer, masks, no
more obsessive hand-sanitizing,
maybe even conversations with
friends over coffee without the omnipresent guilt of our possibly dooming humanity to the void by existing
within six feet of one another. My
hope is that we can once again, at
least a vast majority of us, go to the
polls on the day itself.
I understand why we had to do
what we did this time around, mailing ballots in and all that. But it’s a
mess, and it allows for greater doubt
in our electoral process, something
we can ill afford.
Plus, I think there’s an innate
goodness in neighbors all going to

the same location — be it a school,
church or grain bin — and casting our
votes. I think it a palpable reminder
that, while we may disagree politically, each is a real person with real
desires, not just some avatar we type
abuse toward on Twitter.
I fear the antiseptic nature of
mail-in voting may only exacerbate
this depersonalization of the “other,”
to everyone’s detriment.
In the next hours or days, we will
find out who will lead our country.
Many will be dissatisfied. That’s the
nature of the beast. For many of you,
this is your first election, almost
assuredly your first presidential election.
This is my third, and I wish you
to know that whoever your candidate
may be, should he win, he will disappoint you. Our leaders, just as we,
are fallible and victim to the same
avarice, pride and foolishness as any
of us. I wish nothing but the best to
each of you, may you find some modicum of peace in the days to come.

at this point, if he manages to hold
on to the last few states in which he
is leading (including Michigan and
Wisconsin) but, even then, it will be
super close. Which is … bad. Whether
or not you support Biden, losing this
election will spell disaster for the
Democratic Party and its future.
You know what is exactly the
same as 2016? The behavior of the
Democrats. As if they learned absolutely nothing, because they did not,
because they were right all along and
everyone else was supposed to fall
in line.
It is still impossible for these
people to admit that Clinton lost that
election because she ran a garbage
campaign that offered Americans
nothing but empty platitudes and
Orange Man Bad.
They turned around and pulled
the same exact nonsense with a candidate that is even more rightwing. If
it were not for the pandemic, Trump
would have won in a landslide.
Pathetic.
With that in mind, what’s next for
the Democrats?
If Biden loses, they are going to
continue to dig themselves into this
hole. Instead of moving left and pro-

moting populist policies that people
actually want and need (and that
have polled well for years!), I guarantee they will do the opposite.
We lost to the Republicans
because we were not Republican
enough, that type of thing. And they
are going to get even more smug and
insufferable about it, another great
strategy that has definitely panned
out for them in the past!
Love to spend my life making the
big bucks as a national leader all
while having the memory of a goldfish. Does it really need to be said
that people do not want to be shit all
over? That that is not an effective way
to make friends?
To be clear, if Biden loses, it is
Biden’s fault. I will not be entertaining any other arguments. Throw
Obama and the DNC in there as well.
They should have run a better campaign.
He should have been a better candidate. The Democrats should have
offered up serious opposition to the
very real threat that the right wing
poses instead of abandoning their
own base to chase down ultra-rich
donors instead.
They should have taken respon-

sibility for their failures in 2016 and
now, instead of turning on their voters for failing to choose between what
is, essentially, two branches of the
same party.
They should have offered something for marginalized Americans
instead of tokenizing and using them
for their own benefit.
If Biden wins, I think a couple
of things will happen. Most notably,
nothing will fundamentally change.
Because that is what he has promised and, also, because it looks like
Republicans will maintain control of
the Senate.
Additionally, and paradoxically, a
Biden win will be lauded by the party
as proof that their rightwing positions are good, actually. Like Biden
claiming he secured the nomination
because of, rather than in spite of, his
support for private insurance. But,
like, on a much larger scale.
Meanwhile, Trump pulled a
Buttigieg and prematurely declared
victory on Tuesday night. Which is
pretty much what he was expected to
have done, as both sides have been
priming their base to cry foul should
they lose.
Weird how this logic does not

apply if they win but whatever. For
Trump to make this claim, though,
is especially dangerous, considering how violent and heavily armed
a significant portion of his base has
shown themselves to be. I do not
know how this will play out over the
next few days if his claim should be
proven wrong.
Additionally, if Trump wins, the
pandemic is going to (continue to)
spiral catastrophically. The damage
that it has done thus far is already
unconscionable.
And I do have some serious
doubts about Biden’s ability to handle
this situation, considering the significant amount of bipartisan mismanagement both at the state and federal
level so far.
But, even so, he has not proven
himself totally, utterly incompetent
(yet!!!), while Trump has. For almost
a year, he has. I cannot imagine what
is still to come.
Whatever the outcome, I hope
everyone is doing their best to stay
safe. I wish things were not so bleak,
and I wish we were not saddled with
the responsibility of picking our
favorite mass murderer rapist to run
the country. We deserve better.

priate his messaging for their own
gain, essentially weaponizing a Black
man’s words for a white person’s
benefit. “Nothing in the world is
more dangerous than sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity,” as
he once said.
In any case, when white people
claim ignorance, they fail to hold
themselves accountable and refuse
to truly question their internal biases
and external behavior.
I want to discuss the Lawrence
Liberation Front (LFF) for a moment.
While I am taking the time to critique the new student organization,
I am doing so with a grain of salt in
the hopes of giving them the benefit
of the doubt before condemning its
leader/membership of anything.
Too often, that’s unfortunately a
privilege that only white people get to
have, but I’m cautious to cast everyone out without potentially building
bridges of solidarity. All that being

said, I feel disappointed with their
first event.
I disagree with The Lawrentian’s
mischaracterization of it as a student
protest. It was a stone’s throw from
being a performative debut and a big
leap from being a vigil in support of
BLM.
The first warning sign was that
no BIPOC student leaders were present as organizers or speakers. This is
despite the organization’s use of symbols like the word “liberation” and
the raised fist icon on posters, both
of which signify Black Power and
Liberation in my mind.
This event also didn’t ask anything
of its organizers, the university or the
student body; it merely looked good.
I know the LLF has plans to expand
to more concrete actions, but I think
this ‘debut’ of the organization was a
poor choice.
It came off as a drop-the-mic,
coming-out party utilizing solidarity

with Alvin Cole as a cover. One of
the more inherent contradictions I
witnessed was the call to action for
students attending the event to read
Black revolutionary thought while the
LLF simultaneously hosted a reading
group currently focusing on Vladimir
Lenin’s “State and Revolution.”
Such a reading may make for
a nice theoretical basis for people
interested in the history of political
theory, but Vladimir Lenin is hardly
grounded in the struggles and libera-

tion of Black Americans.
Whether the LLF is a circle-jerk
of anarchist thought experiments or
a real force reckoning with political
struggle is yet to be seen, but I’m not
holding my breath.
For now, I encourage y’all to stay
vigilant and find ways to meaningfully fight for change that fit within your
lived experience, and don’t forget to
think critically, rather than passively,
about the world around us.

liberation and accountability is an act
of love. You cannot be ***woke if you
have not awakened to the reality of
your contributions to these things.
Let it be clear that if there is anything this election has taught is that
the bad tan and toupee in a red tie in
the White House, is just a symptom
of the larger, more intricate issues
woven into the fabric of this country.

So, it is our duty, and especially
those that benefit from these systems,
to confront the very monsters they
created.
Love yourself enough to set yourself free.
Take care,
Carmen San Diego

Should you agree or disagree with
anything I’ve written, please let me
know at abell@lawrence.edu.
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